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Abstract 
Many works have reported results concerning the mathematical nalysis of the performance of a posteriori error esti- 
mators for the approximation error of finite element discrete solutions to linear elliptic partial differential equations. For 
each estimator there is a set of restrictions defined in such a way that the analysis of its performance is made possible. 
Usually, the available stimators may be classified into two types, i.e., the implicit estimators (based on the solution of a 
local problem) and the explicit estimators (based on some suitable norm of the residual in a dual space). Regarding the 
performance, an estimator is called asymptotically exact if it is a higher-order perturbation of a norm of the exact error. 
Nowadays, one may say that there is a larger understanding about the behavior of estimators for linear problems than 
for nonlinear problems. The situation is even worse when the nonlinearities involve the highest derivatives occurring in 
the PDE being considered (strongly nonlinear PDEs). In this work we establish conditions under which those estimators, 
originally developed for linear problems, may be used for strongly nonlinear problems, and how that could be done. We 
also show that, under some suitable hypothesis, the estimators will be asymptotically exact, whenever they are asymptot- 
ically exact for linear problems. Those results allow anyone to use the knowledge about estimators developed for linear 
problems in order to build new reliable and robust estimators for nonlinear problems. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
This work deals with the relationship between the approximation error of finite element solutions 
to strongly nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations in some norms, with the error estimators 
computed for some suitably defined linear elliptic partial differential equations. It will be proved 
in what follows that, provided the problem data are smooth, it is possible to build linear elliptic 
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problems uch that their finite element error is asymptotically equal to the finite element error for the 
nonlinear problem, and, provided the estimator being used is asymptotically exact for smooth linear 
problems, then, it will also be asymptotically exact for that auxiliary linear problem and, consequently 
for the original nonlinear problem. This work is more precisely developed and more general than 
the theory presented in [12]. The estimators considered are in a very large class, including virtually 
all implicit estimators, i.e., those estimators computed through the solution of local elliptic problems 
(either patchwise or elementwise). This is important in the sense that one may use estimators for 
nonlinear problems in the same fashion as it is done for linear problems, with the understanding that 
the same advantages and disadvantages of any particular estimator originally developed for linear 
problems will occur when used for nonlinear problems. 
Works concerning error estimators for nonlinear problems are not equal in number and accomplish- 
ments to those concerning linear problems. In this work we do not have the intention of reviewing 
the literature in that field, but it is relevant o cite some important work, in which either similar 
or different strategies were used, when compared with our approach. The idea of computing es- 
timators through linear problems can be traced back to the abstract works of Krasnosel'skii and 
collaborators [9], and, when related to a formal framework of the finite element method, to the 
works of Babugka and Rheinboldt [2, 11]. More recently, regarding strongly nonlinear elliptic par- 
tial differential equations with quadratic growth, Tsuchyia has also cited the relation between error 
estimation for linear problems and for nonlinear problems [13] (see also [10]). Verffirth has de- 
veloped a method of estimating the norm of the residual, which is equivalent to the error of the 
nonlinear problem [14]. The disadvantage of the strategy related to estimating the residual (explicit 
error estimators), is that the estimator can only be proved to be equivalent o the error, there- 
fore, including some multiplying constants which may be either small or large depending on the 
problem. 
In this work we deal only with regular points, because it allows for a more direct approach, 
making it easier to convey the main ideas. Extensive numerical experiments will be presented in 
[12], including examples with known solutions. 
Let F : W l'pi x ~m ~ w-l,p~ be given and consider the following problem: 
Pr 1. Find (Uo,~,o)E(W I'pl X ~m) such that 
F(u0,20) = 0 onf2, 
where f2 C ~2 is open and bounded. Here 
F(u, 2) = -~7-  [a(~7u, u,2,x)] + b(~Tu, u,2,x) + c(u, 2,x) - f(2,x); 
where u : D ~ N; a : N 2 x N x N'~ x ~2 ~ ~2; h • ~2 x ~ x ~m X ~2 ~ ~; e : ~ x ~m X ~2 ~ ~; 
f: R m X N 2 ~ N are given smooth enough functions. 
In this work we are interested in the a posteriori numerical analysis, so we are going to assume 
that the following hypothesis holds 
Hypothesis 1.1. There exists a nonempty set A C •m such that, for all 20 E A, Pr. 1 has at least 
one solution point Uo(20) in some given admissible closed convex set o,4t ~c W~ "p'. 
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The discrete problem is set as 
DPr. 1. Find (Uh,2h)E(sh('~h,p,~'~)I"1 o'~¢~) × [~m such that 
(F(uh,2h),Vh) =0,  for all VhESh(Zh, p,~2) A W l'pz. 
The main issue now is to establish some restrictions on the differential equations we are going 
to deal with. Actually, there are further issues which will not be covered here, but the reader will 
find them in [3], where a more complete description of the hypothesis will be found. For a more 
detailed analysis on the differentiability structure required in the hypothesis tated below see [3]; for 
the existence and convergence r sults we refer to [3]. 
Let us be specific and assume that F : W~ 'p' x ~m ..._+ w- l ,p~,  1 < p~ < ec, 1 < P2, is defined by 
F(u, 2) = Q(u, 2) - R(u, 2) - f (2) .  (1) 
Here Q(.,2) : W~ 'pl ~ W -~'p': is an isomorphism and a strongly nonlinear operator for all 2 E ~m; 
R : W~ 'pl x R m ~ W -l'p; is a compact and smooth nonlinear operator, and f (2 )C  W -l'p;. 
Also, assume 
Hypothesis 1.2. F : W I'pl x ~m ~ W-l ,p~ satisfies the following properties: 
(i) F is a 6)-Fredholm operator of  index i (F )= m from 0 = (W~'P',H~o,Wd '~) into O*= 
(W-I,p'2,H -1 ' W- l,oc ). 
(ii) The extension 
D.QI4(W,2) : H i ~ H -l 
is a coercive and bounded linear operator for all w E W 1'°~ and 2 E R m, with the constants 
of  boundedness and coercivity being bounded uniformly away from oo and O, respectively, in 
bounded sets of  (w, 2) E W 1'~ x ~". Furthermore, its coefficients are in L °~. 
(iii) For all ul, u2 E Wd "°~ and 2 E R m, there exists C = C([[Ul [1 w~,  [[u2 [1W ',°*, [21 ), such that 
HDuQH(u,, 2) - DuQH(u2, 2)l[.~(Ho,..-,~ ~< Cl[u, - u2l[w~,~ 
and 
IlD.R(Ul, 2) - D.R(u2, 2)11 C I[u  - II Wl '°c  " 
Furthermore, all the coefficients of  DuF(uo,2o) are as smooth as the gradient of  Uo. 
(iv) For all (u,2)E W~ '°~ x •m, all the existing derivatives of  F with respect to the function 
and the parameter at (u, 2) are Hrlder-continuous with respect to 2. Moreover, the existing 
derivatives of  F with respect to the parameter are in W-I'P, for all needed values of  p, and 
are Hrlder-continuous with respect to the function. 
(v) For all (u,2) E W~ '°~ x ~m, the linear operator DuR(u,2) : W~ 'p --~ W - l ' r '  is a compact operator 
for all p, r' <~ p <<, r  with r > 2 as large as needed. 
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The main results in this paper depend on some properties of linearized operators. So we define: 
Hypothesis 1.3. (Continuous inf-sup condition). Let oo > r>>-2 be any number, 1/r + (1/r') = 1, 
and B:  Hd x Hd ~ R be as above. Then, B:  W d't × Wlo "t' --~ R is bounded and satisfies 
inf sup 
Ilull ,,,llvll ,,,, 
sup {B(u, v)} > 0 for all v E Wd 't', 
uGW~ "t
for all t C [r', r]. 
Hypothesis 1.4. (Discrete inf-sup condition). Let oo > r>>.2 be any number, 1/r + (1/r') = 1, and 
B:  Hd × Hd ~ ~ be as above. Then, B:  W~ 't x W ~,t' ~ R is bounded and satisfies 
inf / sup{  B(uh, vh) ) )~>0>0,  
sup {B(uh, vh)} > 0 for all Vh C S h, 
uhES h 
for all t E [r', r]. Also, 0 ¢ O(h). 
First, for any qE [r',r], h > 0, Wh ES h and wE W TM, define 
#h= #h(h'q 'w)=max ~tvh~s~inf {h-n/ql[W-- Vh[[WI,q) ' v~s~inf {[[W-- Vh[[w,.o~} ) .  
The following results are statements concerning existence and convergence of discrete solutions 
to DPr.1. For that, let K =Du(uo,2o) and B( . . . .  ) = (K(.), (..)). 
Theorem 1.5. Let F : Wd 'p~ x ~m ) W -l'p~2 satisfy Hypothesis 1.2. Let the linear operator 
K : Hd > H-1 be defined as above and let the bilinear form B : Hd x Hd > ~ be defined based 
on K. Let f2 C ~t, for some t > 2. Let (u0, 20) be a strong regular solution point to Pr. 1, such 
that Uo E W~ 'p' N W l+¢,p, with ~ > n/p. 
Then, there is an r > 2, such that, if one can find q E Jr', r], satisfying 
#h(h,q, uo) ~ O, 
one can also find ho > 0, and 6 > 0, such that, for all 0 < h <~ ho, there exists a unique uh E Vg'~'q o 
Ba(~h), such that (uh,2o) solves DPr. 1. Here the sequence {ffh}h-~0 C S h is to be suitably chosen. 
Proof. This result is just a particular case (for regular solution points) of a more general theorem 
presented in [3]. [] 
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Remark. The sequence {tih}h--.o in the above theorem is to be chosen such that the objectives of 
the analysis are met [3, 12]. 
Corollary 1.6. Let the hypotheses of  Theorem 1.5 be true. Then, for all h > 0 small enouoh, 
Iluh - uo l lw ,  C l lah  - uo l lw ,  s, 
for all sE[r' ,r],  such that flh(h,s, uo) ~ O, as h --~ 0; 
Iluh - uollw,,s - uollw, r + 11 Th - uo l lw ,d ,  
for all s E [r,o¢], where {tTh}h~o is a sequence chosen as in Theorem 1.5. Here C = C(uo,2o) and 
r > 2 is as obtained in Theorem 1.5. 
Furthermore, takin9 ffh = Phuo, and for all s E [r',oo], such that ¢ > n/min{s, p}, the above 
inequalities imply that 
Iluh - uollw, s Ch"lluollw,+¢, , 
where, #1 = min{0, n/s - (n/r)} and # = min{q, #2}, where q >>. 1 is the polynomial order of  approx- 
imation of  the shape functions in each finite element, and #2 = ~ + (n/s) - n/min{r, p} if  s >>-r and 
#2 = ~ + (n/s) -n /min{s ,  p} if  s < r; and, C ~ C(uo, h). 
Proof. This result is a particular case (for regular solution points) of a more general theorem 
presented in [3]. 
2. A posteriori estimators 
In this section we develop a procedure for relating computable a posteriori error estimators for a 
suitably defined auxiliary linear problem with the exact error (in the norm of W l's, s E [r',r], r~>2) 
for the nonlinear problem (between a given solution to Pr. 1 and the corresponding discrete solution to 
DPr. 1 ). A large class of estimators will be considered, namely, implicit estimators, obtained through 
a solution of a suitably defined local problem and defined either elementwise or patchwise. In order 
to make the procedures clear, we will consider only strong regular solution points. The procedures 
regarding simple turning points will be presented in later works. 
A first linear auxiliary problem will be defined by a bilinear form Bl : HOt × Ho t ~ • and a right- 
hand side f l .  Similarly, a second linear auxiliary problem will be defined by B0 : HOt x HOt ~ 
and f0. For the exact, discrete and error equations of both problems we refer to LP.0, DLP.0 and 
Er.0 below, respectively. 
In what follows, the expression co N T ¢ 0 will mean that the interior of the region defined by co 
has an empty intersection with the region defined by T. 
Definition 2.1. Let a mesh zh be given. Suppose that a way of building a set of patches co by 
making union of adjacent elements T E "Oh, such that the union of all patches covers I2, is given. Let 
~//'h be that set. Define 
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(a) The trial space 
W~ = span{ ~?}~=~(o~), 
and the test space 
Vo~ : span{C7 }~:s~(~,, 
defined over each corresponding patch co E ~/Fh. 
(b) The spaces (defined elementwise), for each T E zh, 
Yr = span {~°lr, j = 1, ..,k(co), for all co, such that co M T # 0}, 
Zr = span {¢~lr, j = 1, ..,k(co), for all co, such that co N T # 0}. 
It is clearly seen that there exist a decomposition Wh r = ~nr~0[W~], for all w~E Yr, where 
w~  E W,o with co N T ~ ~. Similarly, there exists a decomposition v~= ~nr¢¢[v~'], for all v~ E Zr, 
where w E E W,o. 
Hypothesis 2.2. Let a bilinear form B(.., .) : Wd "s × W k~' ~ R be given, for all s E [r', r], where 
r E [2, oo) is given. Let a mesh zh and the set of  patches ~Uh be given as defined above. Then, 
(a) There exists a real number 7 > O, such that, for each T E Zh, and for all wh E Y-r, 
< sup 
where 7 ¢ 7(h) does not depend either on T E Zh, nor on :Uh. B,o(.., .) means the restriction of  
B to the patch co. Note that we are using the decomposition of  v~ E Zv described just above. 
(b) Let R E W -l'r be given, and consider R[~ as being a suitably defined restriction of  R to co, 
for all co E ~Uh. Then, there exist positive constants CI and C2, not depending either on the 
Zh nor on ~e~h, such that 
Remark. Hypothesis 2.2 means that the given bilinear form B is patchwise lliptic and the patches 
do not overlap too much, destroying the stability of the sum of quantities defined patchwise. 
We now define the class of implicit estimators. 
Definition 2.3. (Implicit estimators). Let a mesh Zh and a set of patches ~e~h be given. Let a bilinear 
form B( . . . .  ) be given, which satisfies Hypotheses 1.3, 1.4, and 2.2 for some r E [2, c~) and spaces 
{V,o},oECh and {Wo~}~,~h. Let fEW - l ' r  be given, and define WoE Wo l'r, whESh(zh) and eE Wo ~'r 
to be the solutions of LP.0, DLP.0 and Er.0, respectively. For each T E Zh, define iv(x)E Yr as 
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~v(x) Y]~o~nr40[Y~}:l,....k(o,) CYSt(x)], for x E T, where fr,-,o~aj=k(o~)a = "t't --j Ij=~ so, nr40 are constants, which are 
obtained by finding ¢~ C Wo~, such that 
Bo~(~°~,d~)=(Rh,o,&f) j = 1, ..., k(og) for all co C ~h, 
where Rh,o = Rhl~ is the restriction of the residual Rh E W -~'r to the patch o~ E ~Uh. Thus, ~v(x) is 
computed by 
 r(X) = 
~nT~0 
for all x E T. The restricted residual R,o, the trial and the test spaces should be such that the above 
problem has a unique solution. 
For some given s ~> 1, set 
and 
= II  llw' 
1/S 
The value qr is called the elemental estimator for T E zh (indicator) and t/is the (global) estimator. 
The auxiliary linear problems are to be defined as follows. 
LP.0. Find w C W0 ~'~, such that 
B(w, v) = ( f  , v) for all v C Wd "s'. 
DLP.0. Find Wh C S h, such that 
B(wh, vh)= ( f ,  Vh) for all vhCS h, 
where f E W -~'''. Defining the error by e = w-  wh, the error equations for the above problems are 
given by 
Er.0. Find e E W0 ~' ~, such that 
B(e, v) = (Rh, v) = B(Wh, v) -- ( f ,  v) for all v C W~ 's'. 
The following result shows that the implicit estimators change at most linearly with perturbations 
in the coefficients of the operators and on the right-hand side. 
Theorem 2.4. Let the bilinear forms Bo(.., .) : H i × H i , ~ and BI(.., .) : H i × H i , R be 
given. Let both bilinear forms satisfy Hypotheses 1.3, 1.4 and 2.2 for some r E [2, c~) and spaces 
{W,o},oc~.~ and {Vo~}~.~. Let fo, f l  C W -1'" be given as the right-hand sides for Bo and Bl, 
respectively. Let Wo and wl C W~ 'r be solutions of  LP.O, Woh, Wlh C S h solutions of  DLP.O and Roh, 
Rlh E W -~'r the residuals, all related to Bo and BI, respectively. I f  ~lo and ~h are implicit estimators 
related to Bo, f o and B~, f ~, respectively, then, there exists a constant C, which depends only on 
the L°°(O)-norm of  the coefficients of  both bilinear norms, such that, for each s E [r', r], 
I 0(s) - q,(s) l  C[llLxBIIL q0 + II hllw 
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For the above, I[ABt[L~ means the L~(f2)-norm of  the difference between the respective coeffi- 
cients of  Bo and B~; and ARh is the difference between the residuals Rob and R~h. 
Proof. Let T E rh be given. Let ¢or,¢~r E Yr be as in Definition 2.3, related to Bo and B~, respectively. 
Set A i r  = Cot - ~lr, and AB(.., .) = Bl( . . . .  ) -- Bo(.., .)]. Then 
[(~h~, ~°%1 = Z [Bo~(~X~ ~, ~)  +/XB~(~ ,~)] ,  (2) 
~f3T¢0 oJMT¢0 
for all q~ E V,o, co N T # 0. Then, by Hypothesis 2.2 and for each s E [r ~, r], we obtain 
So, there is C = C(s, 7), such that 
m s s o3 s 
(of3T¢0 
By adding up over all elements of rh and using the summation properties of the residuals stated in 
Definition 2.3, we get 
[[ACr][~v,,,(r) ~< C [[[z2xRhll~v-,.~(o)+ [Iz2xB[[~(o)~ II~orll~,,(T)l. 
T E'c h T E'c h 
Taking the sth-root on both sides of the above expression and using Minkowiskii's inequality ields 
In0 - n~ I~< CEll ZXRhll ~-'-'(~) + II AnllL~(O)~0], 
which immediately gives the desired inequality. [] 
Now, let us be specific and introduce our two auxiliary linear problems, the first for theoretical 
purposes only and the second for the actual computation of the error estimator. As before, and for 
the rest of this paper, (u0,20) and (Uh,)~0) will be the solution to Pr.1 and the solution to DPr.1, 
respectively. Next, let F : Wd 'p~ --~ W -Lp'~ be given and satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5. For 
any fixed rE  [2,0~), as close to 2 as needed, we take sE [r',r] and set Ko, Koh, Kh : W Ls ~ W-L~; 
and Bo, B l " Wo 1'~ × Wo 1'~' ~ g¢ as 
Ko = DuF ( uo, 20), 
/o' Koh = [D.F(uh + t(uo - uh),2o)]dt, 
Kh = DuF(Uh, 20 ), 
Bo(u, v) = (Kou, v) for all u E W~ s and v E Wo 1'~', 
Bt(u,v)= (Khu, v) for all uE W~ s and vEW d's'. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Furthermore, set 
eh : Uo -- Uh~ 
AK0 = K0h -- K0, 
Agt = go - gh, 
bo = KoUo. 
The next lemma states some properties for the above operators 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
Lemma 2.5. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 be satisfied. Then, for each 
s E [r', r]: 
(i) There exists a small enough ho > O, such that for all 0 < h < ho, there exists a constant 
C ¢ C(h), such that 
II~011~(w0~ w 1~ ~< Cllehtl w~ <~ Ch~-n/min{r'P}. 
(ii) There exists a small enough ho > O, such that for all 0 < h < ho, there exists a constant 
C ~ C(h), such that 
IlzX/¢~ II~(~g ~,w-, ~) ~ Clleh II ~'~ ~ Che-n/min{r'P}. 
(iii) There exists a small enough ho > O, such that for all 0 < h < ho, Bo and Bl satisfy Hypotheses 
1.3 and 1.4. 
Proof. Items (i) and (ii) follow directly from item (iii) of Hypothesis 1.2 and Corollary 1.6. 
Item(iii) is a consequence of the following facts: (a) K0 satisfies the inf-sup condition with r = 2, 
since (Uo, 20) is a strong regular point; (b) Ko is a compact perturbation of DuQ(uo), which satisfies 
Hypotheses 1.3 and 1.4, for some r > 2 [3]; (c) from item (ii) of the current lemma, it follows that 
Kh converges uniformly to Ko for all s E [r', r]. Then the result follows [3]. [] 
The two auxiliary problems will be defined by the bilinear form B1 (computable) and Bo (abstract), 
together with the right-hand sides 
f l = --F(uh, 2o), (12) 
fo = bo, (13) 
respectively. Let Who E W~ "s and Wohh E S h solve LP.0 and DLP.0 with B = B1 and f - f t ,  that is, 
wl,s  JBz(who, V) = (--F(uh,2o),V) for all vE ,,o , (14) 
B,(Whoh, Vh)= (--F(uh,2o),Vh) for all vh CS h. (15) 
Since by definition, Uo solves LP.0 with B -- Bo and f - fo, let Uoh E S h solve the corresponding 
discrete problem (DLP.0), i.e., 
Bo(uoh, Vh) = (bo, vh) for all vh ES h. (16) 
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Next, let us define the error expressions 
eOh =- UO -- Uoh, 
ewh : Woh -- whh, 
which are solutions to Er.0 for the abstract and computable auxiliary problems, respectively. 
The next lemma establishes ome further results regarding the relationship between both linear 
problems. 
Lemma 2.6. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5 be satisfied Then, the following statements are 
true: 
(i) Ko(uo - uh) = -F(uh, 20) + AKoeh. 
(ii) Kouo = bo = --F(uh,2o) + Aa~7oeh + Kouh. 
(iii) Bo(uoh -- uh, vh) = AB(eh, vh) = (zSdfoeh, Vh), for all Vh E S h. 
(iv) There exists a constant C ¢ C(h), such that 
Iluo~ - uhll~, ~ ~< CIIZXKoll~¢~d~.w-,~)lle~llw, s 
for all s E [r', r] 
(v)  Wohh = O. 
(vi) Set 
Rob = bo - Kouoh, 
and 
Rlh= -F(uh, 20) - Khwhh = --F(Uh, 20). 
Then, 
ARh = Rob - -R ib  = AKoeh -k Ko(uh -- Uoh ) 
and, hence, there exists a constant C ~ C(h), such that 
II ~Rh II w ,~ ~< CII AKo II ~¢..o, s.~-, s>lleh II~" .  
Proof. (i) This result comes from the observation that Koheh = --F(Uh, 20). Then, 
Koeh= Koheh + (Ko - Koh )eh = --F(Uh, 20) -k zSJfoeh. 
(ii) This relation comes directly from the result in (i). 
(iii) Since (F(Uh, 20),Vh) : 0, and Bo(uo -U0h , / )h ) :  0 for all Vh ES h, and from (i) we obtain 
Bo(uoh -- uh, vh)= go(uoh + (Uo -- Uoh) -- Uh, Vh) = Bo(uo - uh, Vh) 
= (--F(uh) + AKoeh, Vh) = (zSJ£0eh, vh). 
(iv) From Lemma 2.5, B0 satisfies Hypothesis 1.4, for some r > 2, and, then, with the help of 
(iii) we get 
} {(AKoeh, vh)} Olluh - uo~ll~,,, < sup .Bo(Uh--Uoh, Vh) = sup 
where 0 ~ O(h) and s c IT', r]. Thus, the result follows immediately. 
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(v) Again, by Lemma 2.5, B1 satisfies Hypothesis 1.4 for the same r > 2 as in item (iii) above, 
and, then, since (F(uh, 20), Vh) = O, for all vh E S h, we find that Whoh = O. 
(vi) This statement follows directly from (ii) and (iv). 
Remark. As we said in the introduction, the strategy of using auxiliary linear problems for estimating 
the finite element error for nonlinear problems is not new. Therefore, property (v) in the lemma 
above were already known, no matter what linear coercive operator is used. The other remaining 
properties are new, and they show important issues. For instance, item (iv) shows that the finite 
element solution to the nonlinear problem is a higher-order perturbation of a finite element solution to 
a smooth linear problem. This opens a clear space for further investigations on the relation between 
superconvergence properties of nonlinear problems and those for linear problems. 
Now, define r/0(s) and q~(s) as being the same a posteriori estimator (with respect o the norm of 
W d's, s C [r', r]) applied for estimating the errors e0h = u0 - u0h and ewh = Woh -- Whoh = Woh, respectively. 
The next theorem will state that both estimators will give the same result, asymptotically speaking 
(that is, when h ~ 0). 
Theorem 2.7. Consider F = Q - R - f : Wd 'p' x ~m ) W-1,p~ satisfying all the hypotheses of  
Theorem 1.5. Let the bilinear forms B0(.., .)" Wd 's × W l's' > R and BI(.., .)" Wd "s x Wd 's' , 
be defined as above, for all s E [r', r], satisfying the hypotheses of  Theorem 2.4. Consider Uo and 
Woh as the solutions to LP.O, related to the bilinear forms Bo and Bl, and the right-hand sides 
f o and f l, respectively. Let Uoh and w~h be the respective approximate solutions to DLP.O, and 
Rob and Rib be the corresponding residuals, as described in problem Er.O. Let qo(S) and rh(S) 
(s C Jr', r]) be the result of  the same implicit a-posteriori estimator applied to the abstract and the 
computable problems, respectively. I f  the given estimator satisfies Hypothesis 2.2, Then, 
Iq0(s) - ql(s)l  Cllehll , (llehllw,  + 
Here, as defined in (8), eh = Uo -- Uh is the error for the nonlinear problem Pr.1, and C ¢ C(h). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.6 we get 
I 0(s) -  l(s)l  <C(ll llL  0 + II oll (wd. .w , )llehllw' ). 
From Lemma 2.5 we obtain that 
II IIL   Cllehllw' , 
and 
IlZXKoll ¢w ,s Cllehll , . 
The three relations above yield the desired result. [] 
The lemma below shows that all errors (nonlinear problem and auxiliary problems) are higher- 
order perturbations of each other, and that the estimator is asymptotically the same when applied to 
both auxiliary problems. 
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Lemma 2.8. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7 be satisfied Furthermore, let Uo E W I+¢'p, such 
that ~ > n/min{r, p}. Then, for all s E [r', r], 
( i )  Ileh - ewhll~,,<~fh~llehll~,,; 
( i i )  [ [ewh - eohllw,.~ <<. Ch~llewhllwl~; 
(iii) [r/0(s) - rh(s)[ ~< Ch~(lleo~ll ~,  + ~o(s)), 
where ~ > O. 
Proof. (i) This inequality follows from 
] ) [ [eh - -  ewhHW~., <~ sup ~B°(eh~ewh'V) ) 
=sup {Bo(eh, v)-Bl(e~h,v)+ ~(ewh, V) ) 
= sup { (AKoe,,~) +__~(ew~,,) l, 
C([[mUoll~(w-l,.~,w-l.,~,)l[eh[lwl, .~ -[-[[L~BIIL~ [[ewhl[WI,s ); 
from 
~llewhllw,, = ~llw~llw, s ~< sup ~ g'(wh°' v_) } o~,,'  [ Ilvll~,,' <<.llg(Uh,'~o)llw-'s~fllehllw'~ 
and, from Corollary 1.6, 
I I~ l l~  ~< Cllehllw,,~ <. Ch¢-n/min{r'P} 
IIz~:oll~(w ,,,~-,,)~< C[lehll~,~  Ch¢-n/min{r'P}. 
(ii) Similarly, the second inequality is obtained by 
~lleoh - ewhll~,, ~ sup ~B°(e°h-~ew~'V) } 
=sup { Bo(eoh, v ) -  Bl(ewh, V) +,5,B(ewh, V)} 
sup { (,!kKoeh, V) +__ ~_B( ewh, V ) I 
~w... IJvltw..,, J 
C([[~hHW-l,s -~ [[ABIIL~ Ilewhl[w,, ) 
~< C(llzX/¢oll~(~ ,,,~ ,,)lle~ll~,, + II/Xnll~ ~ Ilewhllw,~). 
The rest follows from the previous item. 
(iii) From Lemma 2.6 we have that 
Ileh - -  eohll~s = Iluh - Uohllw,, ~<CIIZXKoII.~(~-~,.~ ~.,)llehllw,., 
Ch¢-n/min{r'P} Ilehll wl~. 
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So, for h > 0 small enough, we obtain 
Ileohllw,~ 
Ilehllw, s ~< 1 - Ch  ~-n/min{r 'p}" 
From Theorem 2.7 and the inequality above we obtain the third and last inequality. Finally we set 
= ¢ - (n/min{r,p}). [] 
Lelnma 2.9. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2.7 be satisfied. Furthermore, let Uo E W ~+¢'p, such that 
¢ >n/min{r,p}.  Then, ifqo(S), sE[r',r], is asymptotically exact, so will be ql(s); i.e., if there 
exists a constant C ~ C(h) and ~o > O, such that, for all small enouoh h > O, 
1,7o(s) - Ileohllwl~l <. Ch~°lleohll~,~, 
then, the same is true for ql(s), that is, there exists a constant C ~ C(h), and E > O, such that 
Iq~(s) - [lewhllw,.s[ <<. Ch~llewhllwl,,. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.8 there exists e~ > 0, such that 
In , (s)  - Ilewhllw,,I ~< Illewhtlw,, - Ileohllw,,I + Illeo~ll~,~ - ,7o(s)l + I'lo(s) - ,7,(s) l .  
<<. Ch ~' Ilewhll~'.s + Ch ~' Ile0hllw, s + Ch~'(lleohllw's + 'lo(S)). 
Since qo(S) is asymptotically exact 
,lo ~<(1 + Ch~°)lleohll~,.~. 
From Lemma 2.8 we get 
Ileohllw, ~ ~<(1 + Ch ~' )llewhtlw~.~. 
The three inequalities above yield the desired result, by taking e = min{¢o, el}. [] 
Lemma 2.10. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2.9 be satisfied for 9iven implicit estimators qo(S) and 
ql(s), s E [r', r]. Then, for all h > 0 small enoufh, the estimator ql(s) is asymptotically equal to 
[leh[lw,.~,for all s ~ [r',r]. That is, there exists e > 0 and a constant C ¢ C(h), such that 
In,(s) - Ilehllw,..[ <-<Ch~llehllw,. ~,
for all s E [r', r]. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.8 
I q , ( s ) -  Ileh[lw,~l ~< Iq , ( s ) -  Ilewhll~,~l + Il lewhllw,~- Ilehllw, sl- 
From Lemma 2.8, we get that there exists Eo > 0, such that 
Illewhll~,s - Ilehllw,~l <<.Ch~°llehll~,., 
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and from Lemmas 2.9 and 2.8 
1,7,(s) - Ilewhllw, ~l ~ Ch ~ Ilewhll~, s ~ Ch~'(1 + Ch~° )lle~ll~, .
The above inequalities provide the statement of the lemma, by taking e = min{e0,c~}. [] 
Remark. The definition of asymptotic exactness given in the statement of Lemma 2.10 may be 
weakened by supposing that there exists a function ~(h), with .~(h) ~ 0 as h --+ 0, and such that 
I~,(s) - Ile~ll~,~l ~-~(h)llehllw,.~, 
for all s C [r', r]. 
As an example, in order to illustrate the procedures described in this section, we analyse the 
following partial differential equation, F :  Wd 'p~ x ~ --~ W-  I,P', , 1/ p l  + (1/p' l )= 1: 
F(u,2) = -V ' .  [(1 + I V'ul2)~ -~ X7u] + ,~u - f .  
Here we will assume that Pl > 1 and that the domain f2 c R" is as smooth as we wish. The above 
definition implies that Q(u, 2) = - V'. [( 1 + I rrul2)~ X7u], R(u, 2) = -2u  and f (2 )  = f .  Furthermore, 
Ad=Of2 (no Neumann boundary condition). It is observed that when 2 > 0, then Q-R is a uniformly 
coercive monotone operator and, then, Pr. 1 has a unique solution for each such 2. Also, provided u0 
is smooth enough it is not a difficult task to show that Hypothesis 1.2 is satisfied. The smoothness 
of u0 depends on the smoothness of Of 2 and of f ,  which are assumed to be as smooth as needed. 
Now, we observe that, for all ~b E Ho t, 
Ko~b = D~F(uo,2o)~b = -V .  [A(x) • Vff] + 200, 
where A is the matrix 
A(x)  = (1 + [~7Uo[Z)(P'-4)/2[(pl - 2)~7u0 ~7u0 + (1 + IX7u012)13. 
It is easily seen that, for all ~ E R ", 
f 141~[1 "ql- (p I - -  1)1~7u012], (A- 4)" 4>/ / 1412(1 + IVu012) 
1 < p~ ~<2, 
p~ >2.  
Then, for all 20 > 0, D~F(uo,2o) : HOt ~ H -~ is a uniformly coercive elliptic linear operator 
with smooth coefficients. If (uh,20) is the finite element solution to DPr.1,  which exists following 
Theorem 1.5, then it converges, following Corollary 1.6, with rate min{q, 4-n / r} ,  in the W~,~-norm, 
where q ~> 1 is the polynomial order of approximation of the shape functions in each element. 
In a similar fashion as we did for K0, we obtain that, for all ff E H0 ~ 
Kh~ t = DuF(Uh, ,~o )~1 : - ~7 . lAb(X). ~71~] + ,~01~, 
where Ah is the matrix 
Ah(x)  = (1 + I X7uhl2)~ ~-~ [(el -- 2)~7uh~Tuh + (1 + I XTu~I2)I]. 
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It is easily seen that, for all ¢ E R", 
f 141211 + (p~ - 1)l 7uh12], 1 < p~ ~<2, (Ah. 4)" 141=(1 + IVuhl =) > 2, 
and thus, Kh : H 1 --~ H-1 is a uniformly coercive linear elliptic operator. 
Now, the strategy to obtain rh(S ), s E [r',r] is to estimate ewh, considering the following error 
equation: 
Bl(ewh, V) = (--F(uh,2o),V) for all vE  W l's'. 
Recall that B l ( . , . . )=  (Kh(.), (. .)). There are several options for computing the implicit estimator 
ql. For a review of some of them see [7, 16]. The best choices will be among those which may 
be asymptotically exact, provided some smoothness requirements are satisfied. Particularly, those 
requirements are met by our abstract and smooth linear problem, defined by the bilinear form B0 
and the right-hand side f0. Hence, by Lemma 2.10, rh(s ), computed by such a method, will be 
asymptotically exact with respect o the error eh = Uo -- Uh in the Wd'S-norrn. 
We would like to make two basic concluding remarks. First, the use of auxiliary linear problems 
for estimating the error for nonlinear problems has been in use for some time. What we have proved 
is that it is possible to justify the use of such estimators designed for linear problems in nonlinear 
problems (asymptotically exact implicit estimators preserve that property for the nonlinear problems, 
provided some standard assumptions are satisfied). Second, the majority of the estimators for linear 
problems are considered in the norm of some suitable Hilbert space, but a large number of nonlinear 
problems are not posed on such spaces. Nevertheless, it is our conjecture that the estimators hould 
behave well in other norms, provided some assumptions (e.g., Hypotheses 1.3 and 1.4) about the 
operator and solution set hold, together with some restrictions on the mesh and on the finite element 
spaces. 
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